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Introduction 
 
Microwaves and in particular the ultra wideband (UWB) frequency range has been exploited for the last 
years due to its potential in medical imaging research field. Microwave imaging has been proposed as a 
complementary or alternative scanning method to X-ray imaging, ultrasounds or MRI, being the more 
established imaging tools however presenting limitations [1]. The potential of microwave imaging for 
practical clinical use is significant due to a wide variety of advantages, which satisfy the requirements for 
an efficient imaging system, including the use of low-power non-ionizing radiation, low-cost system 
implementation, detection of malignancy at early stage and patient comfort. Moreover the tradeoff 
between penetration and resolution provided by UWB frequencies, together with its capability to 
experiment highly sensitive and specific interactions depending on the tissue nature, drove its application 
to the detection of breast tumors or even brain strokes. 
 
Active microwave imaging techniques are generally categorized as tomographic and radar-based 
techniques. The design and fabrication of antennas and systems for each application present particular 
requirements. Typical antenna design examples include monopoles, slots, bowties, waveguides or horn 
antennas [2], [3], [4]. While in time domain radar methods a non-resonant antenna is needed to avoid the 
pulse degradation; in tomographic case, the main issue is to collect a sufficient number of scattered field 
points to recover the currents in the inverse scattering problem. To do that, for a given transmitter, the 
field is measured at all the receiving antennas and this procedure is successively repeated for each 
transmitter. This can be accomplished by either using a real array of multiplexed antennas or virtually 
creating it with the movement of two antennas. While the second approach avoids the coupling between 
antennas and the complexity of the multiplexing system; it is not suitable for a real time system due to the 
prolonged duration of the measurement. Hence most of the times the virtual array approach is used for the 
early stages of the prototype converging into antenna arrays for the clinical prototype.  
 
In this paper, a combined tomographic imaging system comprising the rotation of a multiplexed linear 
antenna array around the object under test is designed. With this system a cylindrical sampling is 
obtained, allowing to scan realistic phantoms without important restrictions on its shape. This, combined 
with the non-application specific 3D UWB Hybrid Focusing reconstruction algorithm, allows to use this 
system in a wide range of applications. The design of a multiplexed array of UWB antennas for medical 
applications entails significant challenges including a large impedance bandwidth, small size and low 
coupling between elements, which will be treated in this paper.  
 
Reconstruction Algorithm 
 
The reconstruction algorithm imposes additional requirements to the antenna array. In particular for a 
cylindrical imaging system composed by ௏ܰ rings of ுܰ antennas of radius ܽ separated a distance ݏ in the 
vertical direction, ுܰ has to be chosen in order to avoid loss of information according to (see Fig. 1): 
ுܰ ൒
4ߨ݂ܽඥ߳଴
ܿ଴  
 
(1) 
 
In the same fashion, ݏ must be smaller than half a wavelength for the whole operating band in order to 
fulfill Nyquist sampling criteria. 
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the cylindrical antenna 
 
Under this sampling conditions, the 3D UWB Hybrid Focusing algorithm [5] can be used to recover an 
image of the contrast profile ൫ܥሺݎԦሻ൯ which is related to the complex permittivity of the object under test 
(߳ሺݎԦሻ) and the external medium (߳଴): 
ܥሺݎԦሻ ൌ 1 െ ߳ሺݎԦሻ߳଴  
 
(2) 
 
The contrast profile is obtained by the incoherent multi-frequency combination of coherent multi-view 
focused images calculated by applying the subsequent equation: 
 
ܥሚ൫ሬ݇Ԧଵ ൅ ሬ݇Ԧଶ൯ ൌ
1
݆߱߳଴ ෍ ෍ ܧ
௦ ቀݎԦ் ೔; ݎԦோೕቁ ܫ
ேಹேೇ
௝ୀଵ
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௜ୀଵ
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(3) 
 
 
Where the spectrum of the contrast profile ቀܥሚ൫ሬ݇Ԧ൯ቁ  is expressed as the combination of the scattered field 
measurements at all the cylindrical antenna positions ( ܧ௦ ) weighted by the current distribution 
coefficients (ܫ) that applied on our cylindrical antenna would obtain a plane wave towards ሬ݇Ԧ௜. Fig. 2 show 
the results of the reconstruction of a simulated simplified model of brain presenting a spherical blood 
vessel inside (see Fig. 2a for a sketch of the geometry and Table I for the permittivity values used in the 
simulation of the brain model). Fig. 2b represents the intersection of the three main planes intersecting at 
the center of the vessel and Fig. 2c  is a detail of the horizontal plane. This results show the good 
performance of the algorithm for retrieving the shape and the different layers and also for detecting the 
blood vessel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Simulated model. (b) Intersection of the 3 main planes. (c) Horizontal plane. 
Fig. 2.  Reconstruction of a simulated simplified model of brain with a blood vessel ( ௏ܰ=25, ுܰ=32, 
ܽ=150 mm and ݏ=10 mm). 
Tissue Exterior Skin Skull Grey matter White matter Blood vessel 
ࣕ࢘ 40 40 13 50 40 50 
Table I. Dielectric properties of the simplified brain model. 
 
Array Design 
 
The implementation of the cylindrical imaging system will be done as depicted in Fig. 3a. The object 
under test and the receiving array are mounted on two independent high-resolution rotary stages around 
the same rotation axis, while the transmitting array remains in a fixed location. Both transmitting and 
receiving arrays are composed by ௏ܰ elements which can be selected as the active element by means of a 
SP8T (Single Pole 8 Throw) governed by a microcontroller. The combined rotation of the object and the 
receiving array together with a convenient multiplexing sequence, allows to construct two virtual 
concentric cylindrical arrays for the transmitter and receiver respectively. The received signal is measured 
using a 2-port VNA which performs a frequency sweep in the UWB frequency range (3.1 – 10.6 GHz). 
By means of a computer the whole measurement process (switching, rotation sequence and data 
acquisition) is automated and the results stored and processed. 
 
A microstrip bow-tie slot antenna has been chosen as the radiating element for its easy manufacturing and 
feeding together with its capability to produce large bandwidths in a compact size, see Fig. 3b. It consists 
of a sandwiched structure with two metallic grounded substrates separated by a light foam layer. The 
grounded substrate close to the target contains the radiating bow-tie slot in the exterior conductor and a 
microstrip feeding line in the interior side. The second grounded plane is situated at a distance of a 
quarter-wavelength at the center frequency from the radiating structure and acts as a reflector in order to 
produce a unidirectional radiation towards the volume under investigation. Rogers RO4003C (߳ோைସ଴଴ଷ ൌ
3.4) of 0.8 mm in thickness has been chosen as substrate for its good stability in frequency. The antenna 
is fed by a tappered 50 Ω microstrip line short circuited with the slot ground plane.  
 
Fig. 3a. System schematic. Fig. 3b. Geometry of the single element. 
 
Results 
 
Fig. 4a shows the results of a HFSS simulation of the single element in terms of input match. As can be 
seen, a good matching is accomplished between 3 and 12 GHz representing a bandwidth of 1:4. Fig. 4b 
includes the radiation patterns corresponding to XZ and YZ planes for the center frequency. It can be seen 
that the antenna polarization is merely lineal and vertical as required for the reconstruction algorithm and 
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